Review of
Piper PA36-375 Pawnee Brave
Created by Alabeo

The PA36-375 Pawnee Brave is a low wing, single engine aircraft built by Piper Aircrafts since the
late 1970s. The primary use is for agricultural purposes but the Pawnee is also an excellent tow
plane for gliders, especially the PA36-375 that features a bigger and more powerful engine than the
previous versions – the Avco Lycoming IO-720-DICD flat-eight engine with 375hp.
The PA36 was a new version of the old PA25 Pawnee with a bigger engine, a new and modified
wing design, new heating and ventilation system and a large standard hopper. The first PA36
featured a 285hp Continental Tiara engine and was developed back in the late 1960s and
introduced in 1973 - it was designated PA36-285 Pawnee Brave.

Specs:







Produced by Piper Aircrafts
First Flight 1978 (PA36-375)
Introduction 1978
Role Agricultural aircraft
Status Active
Built 938 (PA36)

I got this aircraft through www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase and download went quickly
and completely without any issues. The download did not take much more than a few minutes
because the file is only 143 MB and the connection to the server was really good.
After the download was completed I unzipped the file and found 3 installation files. The reason for
these 3 installation files are that Alabeo has included a mission and a matching scenery with this
aircraft, so the simmer now really get the opportunity to try out his or hers skills as a crop sprayer
pilot. I will later in my review get back to the mission and scenery.

The add-on is created for both FSX and P3D which I think is really nice because I here got both
versions for the price of just one. I currently use FSX so this review is written only with the FSX
version. The installation of all files went perfect and quickly - Just activate the installation wizard
and that will take care of the rest of the installation. After a few minutes the installation was
completed and I started up FSX and opened my virtual hangar. I found the PA36 perfectly placed
together with the other add-ons that I have from Alabeo.
Included is two models, one is the original PA36 without the dispersal equipment meaning without
the agricultural spraying feature and the other model is of course with the agricultural spraying
feature. Combined there are in total 11 paint schemes included that are all very realistic – actually I
searched Google to find pictures of the real aircrafts and several of the repaints were very close to
the real aircrafts that I found.

In the models with the dispersal equipment = the models that can be used for crop spraying, there is
also included a chemical loader where you e.g. can add quantity to you chemical load. This is a fun
and okay feature but it doesn’t give that much extra realism. To view this chemical loader you have
to change the view to be the 2D cockpit which is not there, but instead you have this.

I started my visual review by taking a walk around the outside of the aircraft. The model is very
well made with all the specific characteristically details that are to be found on a real PA36. The
textures used are of a very good quality and the model features well made animations such as
wheels turning including the tail wheel animation, gear suspension, cockpit doors, flaps, control
surfaces and the propeller etc. Everything is made very realistic and the model resembles the real
world PA36 very nicely.
The model also features an crop spray effect that can be applied by the “I” key if the keyboard is
configured with standard FSX commands. This effect is very well made and quite realistic and does
add a lot of realism to the flightsim experience when e.g. flying the mission, then it really feels like
being there for real.
However I didn’t notice any changes in the flight dynamics when using the crop spray effect – this I
think would have an impact on the flight dynamics in a real PA36 due to the change or decreasing
of the payload, but since I have not flown this aircraft in real life myself I cannot confirm this.

After viewing the outside of the aircraft I went into the cockpit. There is no 2D cockpit included in
this model so I went directly into the virtual cockpit (VC). The virtual cockpit is also very well
made with good quality textures, great depth performance and a very nice and clean finish. The
instrumentation is limited as in the real PA36 and the instruments used are all of a good quality.

The cockpit features various animations such as controls, buttons and switches that can be pushed
and levers that can be moved. The cockpit is not very complex and I quite quickly got the overview
of how to etc. Just one little issue irritated me and that was the location of the altimeter which is
not located together with the other main instruments but below the panel instead. This was a bit
frustrating when flying the crop sprayer mission but of cause I got used to it – I just don’t see that
location to be the best, but in all fairness I did find a picture of a real PA36-375 cockpit and I can
verify that the real location is as in this virtual cockpit.
The atmosphere created in the virtual cockpit is very realistic and I like the fact that Alabeo has
really put in a lot of effort into creating a very realistic looking cockpit that includes accurate
placing of instruments, levers, buttons and switches etc. Alabeo has created this virtual cockpit
with an eye for the details and they have done so very nicely.
The sound set included in this add-on is good – I tried to compare it to various sounds files that I
could find on the internet of PA36s, and to what I remember to be the sound of the old Pawnee tow
plane that used to tow gliders from one of the glider fields near me. I think the sound set is fair and
especially when using 0-75% throttle then I think it is perfect, but when applying full throttle the

sound changes a bit from what I could remember to be the real sound. Still the sound set is good
and fits the model. It contributes to increase the realism and the experience of the aircraft and
helps creating the unique atmosphere inside the virtual cockpit. I used the PA36 together with
ORBX NZMF Milford Sound scenery and the taxi from parking to take-off was an incredible and
realistic experience for me.
I tested the sound set in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo including a subwoofer and 7.1 surround
sound and all worked perfectly. I have previously experienced that some aircraft sound sets has an
issue with 7.1 surround sound, when e.g. using a virtual cockpit and then looking out the side
window, the sound disappears but this is not an issue with this sound set.
In regards to the flight dynamics I find them to be very realistic but I cannot verify this since I have
not flown this aircraft in real life. I have looked at the aircrafts datasheets and tried the various
speeds when flying the model with different flap settings and it resembles the data from the
datasheets quite well.
The PA36 features a very efficient elevator and it can be a bit tricky to get the elevator trim set
properly, but as they say: Practice makes Perfect and after spending a few hours making take-off and
landings I think I finally got used to it. Another thing that is a bit special for this aircraft is that the
cockpit is located quite high above the wings which again gave me a challenge when learning to
land the Pawnee – that is defiantly something that I had to get used to.

Now back to the mission and the matching scenery. I think that it was really an interesting idea to
include a mission and matching scenery for this aircraft and hereby provide the simmer with a
possibility of experience the aircraft with its original purpose. The scenery is not a complex and
high detailed scenery but it is a fair and realistic scenery that is well worth spending time using.
The scenery contains a small airfield with some custom made buildings and static PA36 aircrafts +
a field that has to be crop sprayed. The mission features a waypoint compass to the field, gates to
fly through and a clock to view the time spend crop spraying - no medals or awards included and
no introduction speak.
Completing the mission does not take much more than 10-15 minutes but I had a lot of fun with it
anyway. The mission is not complex and does not feature much variety but is instead simple and
really applies to the piloting skills of the simmer. The goal is to take-off from the small airfield, fly
to the field that has to be crop sprayed, spray the field properly by flying through the gates and
keeping the low altitude and finally returning to the small airfield. This was indeed an overall good
extra pack for this aircraft.

My conclusion for this aircraft add-on and the additional mission + scenery is above average. The
model is very well made, very accurate and detailed and features lots of various animations that are
very well made.
The model is also covered with good quality textures and includes a very realistic virtual cockpit
with great depth, nice animations, good quality textures, good quality instruments and a nice
finish. Combining this with a super nice crop spray effect and a fitting sound set created a true and
very realistic atmosphere which surrounds this aircraft.
The flight dynamics were as far as I could see quite realistic, and it indeed gave me a challenge
which made it just even more fun to fly. The aircraft had no impact on my computers performance
or the frame rates what so ever.
I rate this add-on from Alabeo with 4/5-stars and thank Alabeo for contributing to the flightsim
community with this quite unique aircraft, which is created with the high level of quality that I
have also seen from other Alabeo add-ons.

Rays Aviation

Variants

PA-36 Pawnee II
Prototype powered by a 260hp Lycoming engine
PA-36-285 Pawnee Brave
Production version, powered by a 285 hp Continental Tiara 6-285 piston engine
PA-36-300 Pawnee Brave 300
Pawnee Brave with a 300 hp Avco Lycoming IO-540-KIG5 engine, from 1978 named the Brave 300
PA-36-375 Brave 375
Variant with a 375 hp Avco Lycoming IO-720-DICD engine
PA-36 New Brave 375
WTA-built variant powered by a 375 hp piston engine
PA-36 New Brave 400
WTA-built variant powered by a 400 hp piston enigne

Specifications (New Brave 375)

















Crew: 1
Payload: 38 cu ft (1.08 m³) capacity hopper/tank
o 275 US Gallons (1,041 L) liquids
o 2,200 lb (998 kg) dry chemicals
Length: 27 ft 6 in (8.38 m)
Wingspan: 38 ft 9½ in (11.82 m)
Height: 7 ft 6 in (2.29 m)
Wing area: 225.65 ft² (20.96 m²)
Airfoil: NACA 633-618
Empty weight: 2,465 lb (1,118 kg)
MTOW: 4,800 lb (2,177 kg)
Power plant: 1 × Avco Lycoming IO-720-DICD flat-eight air-cooled piston engine, 375 hp
(279 kW)
Maximum speed: 142 mph (229 km/h, 123 knots) (crop sprayer)
Cruise speed: 136 mph (219 km/h, 118 knots)
Range: 452 miles (727 km, 392 nmi)
Rate of climb: 920 ft/min (4.7 m/s)

